AlphaTec™ is not just any workwear. It is protective clothing for industrial everyday work. Workwear combining outstanding comfort with advanced chemical protective properties.

ADVANTAGES
• Liquid chemical splash protection with penetration data for more than 70 chemicals
• GORE® chemical splash fabric is breathable and provides outstanding comfort
• High durability: use, wash, re-use
• Independently tested and type approved

COMFORT
AlphaTec™ workwear is made of a unique breathable membrane from Gore that helps manage heat stress, while offering exceptional liquid chemical splash protection, enabling the wearer protection, as well as comfort throughout a full shift.

APPLICATIONS
• Chemical processing and handling
• Dust exposures
• Food processing
• HazMat work
• Metal plating
• Mining
• Oil & Gas
• Petrochemicals and refining
• Power plants
• Pulp and paper production
• Utilities

STANDARDS
Products that provide protection against chemicals are not ‘chemical proof’ and do not completely prevent or eliminate the potential for chemical burns or associated injuries. Products that provide ‘fire protection’ or ‘flame resistance’ are not ‘fire proof’ and will not completely prevent or eliminate the potential for burns or associated injuries. Neither this document nor any other statement made herein by or on behalf of Ansell should be construed as a warranty of merchantability or that any Ansell product is fit for a particular purpose. Ansell assumes no responsibility for the suitability or adequacy of an end-user’s selection of Chemical Protective Product for a specific application. ® and ™ are trademarks owned by Ansell Limited or one of its affiliates, except as noted. GORE®, GORE-SEAM® and TENARA® are registered trademarks of W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc. © 2015 Ansell Limited. All Rights Reserved. For more information visit our website: http://protective.ansell.com

GARMENT MATERIAL
GORE® chemical splash fabric: Polyester outer/PTFE-based GORE® membrane/Polyester inner liner.
- Breathable membrane transports body moisture away from the body, reducing the risk of heat stress and improving productivity.
- Lightweight – approx. 7.2 oz/yd² (255 g/m²) – yet tough and durable fabric.
- No impregnation i.e. the chemical protection remains even after use & washing.
- Maintains same appearance and performance level after multiple machine washes.

COLOR
Red

SEAMS
The seams are stitched with thermally stable and chemically inert GORE® TENARA® Sewing Thread. In addition, the seams are heat-sealed with GORE-SEAM® tape to provide excellent performance against liquid penetration.

PRODUCT STYLE
Coverall 66-667

DESIGN FEATURES
- Raglan sleeves are designed for comfortable arm movement
- Adjustable hook and loop closure straps at the wrist, ankle and front flap for snug fit
- Double front flap for secured closure
- Front tab to clip a microphone or other devices
- Optional hood attached to the collar by means of Velcro hook and loop

WEIGHT
2.87 lb/1300 g (size L)

SIZES
The sizes of the clothing are indicated by letters S-XXXL. Measurements are taken on the product and reflect real product size. Customized sizes are available upon request. Please call customer service for details.